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Fig. 1. Schematic of the solar heating system. 
2.3. Heat transfer model of solar heating system
2.3.1. Model of solar air collector
Flat plate solar air collector has a large heat absorption area, realizing the combination of solar energy and
building integrated. Flat air collector is composed of a transparent cover plate, a closed air layer, a heat absorbing
plate, an air circulation layer and an insulated backplane composition. Fig. 2 is the schematic diagram of solar air
collector. The following hypothesis is adopted in the solar air collector, small heat capacity; equivalent steady state
heat transfer process; air temperature changing only along the flow direction; the air heat collector with good sealing
and insulation around the frame. Based on the above assumptions, the calculation formula of outlet air  temperature
is
t   t t WDI UwL WDI t
a ,outlet
( a ,inlet a ,out ) exp( ) 
U m& cpa U
a ,out (1) 
Where, ta,inlet and ta ,outlet are inlet and outlet air temperature of solar air collector; ta ,out is the  external 
environmental temperature of solar air collector; Wand Dare the transmittance and heat absorbing plate absorption 
rate of solar collector L and w are the length and width of solar air collector; U is the heat loss coefficient of 
solar air collector; I is the radiation intensity of the sun ; m& and cpa
of  solar air collector. 
are the air flow rate and heat capacity ratio 
Fig. 2 Model of solar air collector. 
2.3.2 Model of TABS
A reference office building with one normal layer (20m*10m*3m) is selected for simulation. The floor and
ceiling are well insulated. There are circulating pipelines in the concrete roof, as shown in Fig. 3. The heat transfer
process of air and pipe surface is three-dimensional. In the simulation, the concrete ceiling is partitioned into several
blocks along the air flow direction, assuming same air temperature in each block. The air temperatures in different
blocks are different, and the heat conduction between adjacent blocks can be neglected and the three-dimensional
heat transfer process is simplified into an equivalent two-dimensional heat transfer process, which is shown in Eq.
(2). 
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3. Simulation
With the m
input conditio 
collector and T
Table 1, Table 
ce of the room can be calculated.   The 
Table 1 The conv een air and pipe su 
v   m/s) h   W/m2.K) 
Table 2 Heat transfer coefficient in simulation 
Heattransfercoefficient W/m2.Kˈˈˈ ˈˈWallandoutdoorair 18.7ˈIndoorairandinternalwall 3Indoorairand ceiling 1Radiantheattransfercoefficient 5.5
Table 3 Input parameters 
Inputparameters
Solaraircollector Length:2m,width:1m heightofairflowlayer:0.2m heatlosscoefficient:6W/m2.K,
transparencyrate:0.83,absorbingrate0.9Placedipangel34.6°,opentime:11:20Ͳ
17:20 totalarea:54m2
Ceiling D=40mm,separationdistancebetweenpipes:120mm,thickness:250mm
rate:2m/s
airflow
Externalwall thickness:0.4mheatconductioncoefficient=0.4W/m.K

Fig. 3 T 

results

odel of solar air
ns are depicted in 

ective coefficient betw

D(mm) 
˄m of roof structure (a) Schematic; (bABS, the dynamic performan2 and Table 3. rface in different conditions. 
Re Nu 
˄
40 0.5 1183 3.7 2.5 
40 1.0 2367 6.4 4.3 
40 1.5 3550 10.8 7.3 
40 2.0 4734 14.8 10.0 
40 2.5 5917 18.7 12.6 
40 3.0 7101 22.5 15.2 
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Window onewindowinsouthexternalwall,rateofwindowandwall: 0.2
airinfiltrationrate:1


Meteorological data of Lhasa in January 16th is selected as the typical meteorological for simulation input data.
Air temperature and solar radiation intensity are shown in Fig. 4. The simulation result of danamic performance is
shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the heat flow of the solar air heating system. The inlet temperature of solar air
collector ranges form 17ºC to 24ºC, the outlet temperature of solar air collector ranges form 35ºC to 62ºC, the
average efficiency of solar air collector is 47.1%; the indoor air temperature ranges from 17ºC to 24 ºC.  According
to the simulation result, per meter square of collector can undertake 3 - 4m2 room, which is very suitable for two- or
three-storey-building. 
Fig. 4 Typical meteorological for simulation input data. 
Fig. 5 Simulation result of dynamic performance of room. 
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Fig. 6 Heat flow of the solar air heating system 
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a kind of solar air heating system which combines solar air collector with TABS used in Lhasa is
analyzed. According to the simulation results, the following conclusions can be summarized. 
x The kind of system can be well combined with the local Lhasa building structure through the solar air collector 
and TABS. It achieves the integration of heating, which has a very good application prospect in the plateau area. 
x In the Lhasa meteorological conditions, through the reasonable arrangement of ceiling embedded pipe spacing,
indoor air temperature could be maintained ranging from 17 ºC to 24 ºC with good thermal comfort. 
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